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Can Michael and Tom read each other's minds? Michael and Tom Curtis are identical twins who share a love
of football. Unfortunately, because of a tragic accident, Michael must watch from the sidelines as his brother
calls the plays on the football field. During one game Michael concentrates very hard on a play he thinks
could help the team, and Tom calls the exact play a split second later! Is it coincidence, or can the boys
communicate through ESP? The boys try a daring experiment in which they push their telepathic powers to
the limit ... and suddenly, impossibly, Michael is running the ball for a spectacular touchdown!
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From Reader Review The Great Quarterback Switch for online
ebook

Trevor Flease says

This book are about two twins that love the game of football. Micheal was was the starting QB for his team
until there was a tragic accident. That meant that Tom would have to play QB while Micheal watched from
the sidelines. Tom wanted to be just like his brother out on the field so he came up with a play that they have
never ran. The weird thing was that Micheal was thinking of the same play in his head when Tom called it.
Everyone thinks the boys connect through a signal antenna in their brains. Tom then leads his team to a
championship following in his older brothers foot steps.

I think this is a great book for people/kids that like sports, especially football.It shows how one thing can
change everything. Kids can read this and get some useful information about life out of the book.

Garrett O'Brien says

The Great Quarterback Switch by Matt Christoper I thought this was a ok book because it took a while to get
to the point of when they did the great quarterback switch.

Lance Rademacher says

The great quarterback switch was good. Its about two identical twins and one has a bad accident and the
other is the starting quarterback, but it took awhile to get to the point but when they finally did was a cool
how if he concentrated hard enough him and his twin would call the play.

Carlos L says

One day on a hot sunny football field there was two brothers that love a lot of football. Michael, the best
quarterback they had. Michael had a accident and couldn’t play. His brother Tom was the new quarterback.
Michael was just on the wheelchair near the sideline seeing what his brother was doing on the field. Tom
wanted to try a play that they never made. They go for the play that he wanted to try and it actually worked.
They were so tired that after practice they were talking about that play that it was one of the best one we’ve
ever done. Tom was becoming like his brother. He was getting the skills and accuracy of throwing the same
as his brother. Michael was like Tom offensive coordinator. Michael was just telling his brother what to do
for him not to get sacked.Book review

I like how the author puts the story together like he puts the two quarterback same skills and going step by
step. The both quarterback had the same skills, so they were both good. I am going to recommend this book
for the people that like sports. The people who read this book ,it will become one of their favorite sport book.
Football fans would want to read this cause its one of the best football story.



Jj Jones says

this book is about two brothers michael and tom.michael was a football player for a team called the eagles.
his twin brother tom is in a wheelchair because he is crippled. but they are both twins and they both have
psychic ability so sometimes they could tell what each other are thinking due to their psychic abilitys.

i like this book because it was about football.

the book had a good story line.

i like how the story was put together.

i wonder why they did not tell why tom was in a wheelchair.

a way that this book changed the way i see other people is that some people are psychic and know different
things that can happen. people that are twins maybe sometimes can tell what each other are thinking. i know
some brothers and sisters that are twins and know what each other are thinking.

Brennen Nureneberg says

This book is a ok book but it was kind of weird. It is about two brothers who switch place.One is in a wheel
chair and all he wants is to be able to get on the football field and play QB like he used to before his
accident.Him and his brothers somehow switch places and he is playing on the field for his brother.I would
recommend this book to everyone.

Nick Goeman says

When the story starts Tome and his twin brother Chris both love football. The only difference between them
is that Chris has to watch from the sidelines, while Tom heads the team. Chris has to watch from the sidlines
in a wheelchair. When their neighbor, an old college professor, talks about TEC. They are just dying to try it.
In a game when Tom isn't doing so good, they both concentrate very hard on switching spots. Then all of a
sudden its Chris sitting on the bench ready to play and Tom on the sidelines whatching the game. This book
is very inspiring and an exeptional read.

Patrick says

The quarterbacks r twins.the better one gets parilized but no one knows



Jayden says

Third choice book.
Michael used to play a lot of football when he was a kid and loved it. One day he was riding his bike and
came to the end to the of a driveway when a car was backing up and hit him. He broke both of his legs and
was paralyzed. He was unable to walk.

Michael had an identical twin brother, Tom, who also played football. Once Michael was injured he no
longer was able to play football so he had to watch from the sidelines. Michael was in charge of calling the
plays. The twin brothers can read each other's mind. Michael and Tom use their "telepathic" powers to help
them call plays.

Jared Cervantez says

I didn't like this book at all it is the worst book I have read this year. I mean I like it because of the sports but
other than that I hated it. I personally think the author rushed to the end instead of adding detail and making
the book interesting.

Ian Rhines says

Was kind of good but i learned something about it.

Kyle Satt says

I want to read the book.

Hayden says

I thought this book was okay. This book was somewhat interesting, and had an interesting idea. I think this
book was pretty good, and I would probably read it again. This book was about two boys who can basically
read eachothers mind and switch places. This book was interesting and they did some pretty cool things. I
would reccommend this book to anyone that likes football, and is somewhat interested in mind switching and
things like that


